AP Solver6 #1 For Educators: Gratitude & Wonder

Picture Book Title: We're All Wonders (age pre-k-3rd grade)
Chapter Book Title: Wonder (age 5th grade+)
Author: R.J. Palacio
Solver6 SEL Topics of Focus: Friendship, Compassion, Social Awareness, Relationship
Skills.
Recommended Age Group: K-5 (adapt discussions and projects to age of child(ren)
Classroom Time Allotment: Each section offering is designed to use approx. 20-45 mins.
to complete, except the Center offering, which is 3-5 mins. It is recommended that the
Solver6 series be completed throughout one week’s time and partnered with the
Solver6 For Families, building your family-school partnership!
About the storybook suggestion & author: R.J. Palacio's book, Wonder was made into a
Motion Picture! The unforgettable, bestseller has inspired a nationwide movement to
Choose Kind. With the collaborating picture book, We're All Wonders, parents and
educators can introduce the importance of choosing kind, having gratitude and
becoming more compassionate to young readers with the gorgeous picture book,
featuring Auggie and Daisy on an original adventure, which was also illustrated by the
author.

Supplies Needed: [button copy: purchase full design bundle] [purchase a la carte]

•

Book: We’re All Wonders by, R.J. Palacio
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AP Activity Sheets: You’re Wonderful Activity Sheet AND Sketch & Write Reflect
Activity Sheet
Watercolor paper or canvas for each student
Watercolor paint
Selection of sizes of paint brushes, fine and medium are best.
Nude, brown or other acrylic craft paint for "Auggie" character face shape.
(children can choose this color to represent themselves)
Do-A-Dot art dotters
Colored pencils, regular pencil & eraser
White, black or colored permanent marker (use to write the child's wonder on the
face shape)

Classroom Prep Work:

•

PREPARE: For Gr. 4-5: Classroom or resource center wall for class project. The
paper backdrop will need to have a house shape and several windows.

•

PRINT: K-5 AP Sketch and Write Reflect Activity Sheets (1 per student) & You’re
Wonderful Activity Sheets (1 per student)

•

SUPPLIES: On art project day, prepare all supplies and set out for student use.
pencils, erasers, paint brushes (fine & medium), paint palettes, and do-a-dot art
dotters.

•

OFFER: an example or print our image example of project(s) to show students,
potentially engage assistance for the art project from parent volunteers.

We CENTER
K-5: WE CENTER before beginning our Solver6 activities! It is now well established that
social emotional skills, including the ability to build self-awareness and self-management
play an integral role in academic and life success. Mindfulness is an exceptional tool. We
suggest a 3-5 min STOP. LISTEN. BREATHE centering practice with our AP Centering
Practice Sequence:

1. STOP. We stop what we are doing. Have students stop what they are doing and
sit in a comfortable position.
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2. CENTER. We pay attention to our body, thoughts & feelings. Demonstrate &
prompt students to NOTICE how their body, their thoughts or emotions feel, in
the moment. Ask students to let the thoughts and feelings go, after they notice
them, and put their focus on their breath.

3. BREATHE. I breathe to calm down and make good choices. Have students focus
on the up and down motion of their belly when they breathe in through their
nose and then out through their mouth. Careful to focus only on their breath and
to refocus if they notice their mind drift back to any other thoughts.
4. Continue for 1-5 minutes of calm, quiet time. Then, ask students how the practice
made them feel and how they were able to keep focused on their breathing.
Remind them that they can use this helpful tool at school, at home and in life’s
activities, and even introduce it to their families!

We also suggest: Mind Yeti online guided practice, or if your students need to get the
wiggles out instead, we suggest GoNoodle!

We’re INSPIRED
K-5: DEFINE terms:
Social Awareness: Being socially aware gives you the ability to understand and respond
to the needs of others. When you are socially aware, you understand how to react to
different social situations, and effectively modify your interactions with other people so
that you achieve the best results.
Empathy: the feeling that you understand and share another person's experiences and
emotions: the ability to share someone else's feelings.
Compassion: sympathy of others’ distress and the desire to alleviate it.
Kindness: the quality of being friendly, generous, and considerate.
Respect: to feel admiration for someone or something: to regard someone or
something as being worthy of admiration because of good qualities: to act in a way
which shows that you are aware of someone's or something’s rights, wishes, or quality.
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READ: We’re All Wonders (recommended K-3rd for 4th & 5th make the story book more
of an illustration and analytical experience and discussion starter).
DISCUSS
(select discussion points based on age of students)

a. Did anyone notice the interesting way the author introduced the main character’s
name? (found on page 5 image) What is his name?
b. In the story, the character, Auggie says that his feelings and his dog's feelings get
hurt. WHY?
c. How does it feel when people laugh at us, stare at us, or whisper about us?
d. What did the character, Auggie do when his feelings were hurt?
e. In what other ways could the character, Auggie have reached out to others to
help him feel better?
f. Because we know it hurts people's feelings to tease, make fun of, tell secrets or
laugh at others, what can you do if you see someone else being treated this way?
[allow your students to answer, then offer these tips from Pacer’s National Bully
Prevention Center:
DON’T participate in unkind acts, REPORT the unkind behavior to a safe adult. OFFER
kindness to the child who experienced the unkind behavior from someone else.
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We EXPRESS.

If time has passed since first reading the story We’re All Wonders to your students, revisit
the book before beginning this art project. Students will use watercolor to paint a tree
detail from the story then draw and paint the shape of the character, Auggie onto their
painting. In the center of the Auggie face shape, students will use Sharpie to write a
difference they have from others that makes them a wonder. Before working you’re your
students, review all the EXPRESS art project steps and plan how you will describe the
project your students will have the opportunity to do. Be sure to show your students an
example of the finished art project or activity before they begin. Our Solver6 Gratitude &
Wonder art project is meant to inspire a mindful approach with several patience and
collaboration discussion opportunities while paint dries for the next steps. The details in
the project can be as intricate as your students feel comfortable to get into or as simple,
allow your students to interpret THEIR OWN expression for the project.
Suggested pre-project discussion:
a. People look differently, do different things and contribute different qualities to
our world. We’re all different! Our differences are what make us all wonders!
These are the things that make life interesting because we get to discover these
new and different things about each new person we meet, and even as we get to
know each other better. I like discovering new things, don’t you?!
b. A wonder can be many different things about us. Some people’s wonder is
celebrated, like beauty (trait), how well we play basketball (skill) or how well we
sing (talent). Other wonders may make people around us uncomfortable or
annoyed, like the way Auggie looked, or when someone makes noises we don’t
like (behavior), or when someone has one blue eye and one brown (trait), or
maybe when they bite their nails (habit). Even if someone else’s wonder bothers
or annoys us, it’s NEVER OK to hurt someone, either their feelings or their body.
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c. If we can learn to change our perspective when something or someone annoys us
or bothers us, it grows kindness and other good qualities in us, and contributes to
a better world!
d. *Let students know they will get to reflect on their own wonder through the art
project you will do together.
AP Solver6 Wonders ART Project

•

Using a regular pencil, have students sketch a tree shape onto water color paper
or canvas. This tree will create the backdrop of the project so try to encourage
your students to cover as much of the surface of the page as possible. Revisit
storybook pages within We're All Wonders if inspiration is needed.

•

Use light hues of watercolor paint to build a sunset effect that blankets the entire
canvas or paper. Allow students to be creative here. LET DRY COMPLETELY.

•

Use Do A Dot art dotters or circle sponges & watercolor to add leaf details
throughout the tree. LET DRY COMPLETELY.
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•

Use colored pencils to add details to the tree trunk and dot leaves. Students
should feel free to do their own version of the details, whatever inspires them.

•

Using a pencil, allow or help students draw a sketch of the Auggie character's
face shape somewhere on their art work. Be sure to include the offset ears. *Your
students might, at first, resist the shape of Auggie on their work. Try to
communicate their understanding that Auggie didn't choose to look the way he
does and it takes compassion to look past the discomfort his appearance brings
out in us, in order to see the wonder inside Auggie--- his ability to help people
SEE differently, more deeply.
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•

Using acrylic craft paint, cover the entire face shape, so nothing shows through.
LET DRY COMPLETELY.

•

Using a colored or black permanent marker, write each student’s WONDER on
the Auggie shaped face.

We SOLVE.
K-5: The AddyPres Solver6 SOLVE opportunity is a chance to build problem solving skills
in your students. We offer the following discussion. This sequence will allow students an
opportunity they can apply to solve many problems they will face with a responsible
decision making perspective.
AP Problem-Solving Sequence

STOP. LISTEN. BREATHE. To your mind, body and feelings.
DEFINE: What is the problem?
CONSIDER: how your choice will make you and others feel.
CHOOSE: without judgement or action, what is the best solution?
ACT: It’s ok if your first choice doesn’t go as planned, your brain grows with each try!
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DISCUSSION

Revisit the We’re Inspired discussion points to walk through this problem solving
sequence with your students:
o

Experience: In the story, We’re All Wonders, What happened to Auggie
because others said unkind things to him? [he felt sad, hurt and left out, so
he imagined a better place.] Let’s see if we can use our problem-solving
steps to go through Auggies’s experience again, as the children who
chose to say unkind things.

o

STOP. LISTEN. BREATHE. If the children had done this, they would have
calmed their discomfort at Auggie’s unusual appearance so they could
make better choices in their reactions.

o

DEFINE: The PROBLEM was the children’s unkind behavior made Auggie
feel sad.

o

CHOOSE & ACT: What other, better choices might the children have
made that would have spared Auggie’s feelings and happiness? HOW did
Auggie solve the problem in how he felt? What did he do?

Discuss with your students that Auggie didn't choose to look the way he does, and
his looks annoyed some people. It is ok to feel annoyed or bothered, but it is not ok
to hurt someone because of these feelings. Everyone needs friends and connection
to others, but, like Auggie, we all have qualities that sometimes make it hard to make
friends.
o

What were Auggie’s different qualities? Have you ever met someone who
had qualities that either bothered you or made you uncomfortable? What
are some compassionate ways you can handle these feelings without
hurting someone else? [offer that students can look for and focus on
positive qualities in people instead].

o

What did Auggie teach others through his differences?
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ACTIVITY
[USE ACTIVITY SHEET: You’re Wonderful Group Activity]

Break students into groups, preferably with students they don’t usually “hang
out” with. Have each group sit in a circle with a pencil and note pad. Each
student will say: hello, give their name, something they enjoy doing and their
favorite food. While the student with the floor is speaking, others will give their
full attention while writing the speaker’s name and leaving space. Once all
students have had the opportunity to share about themselves, direct students
to turn their back and recall what each person’s responses were and write a
KIND description of the qualities each speaker had, from their opinion while
observing the peer. Students can write anything they think of, that is KIND or
POSITIVE while they listened to their peer speak. Then, as a class you can all
share the WONDERful qualities of each student.

We CELEBRATE.
Showing your students the value of celebrating the stepping stones of
accomplishment, along the way, will build optimism and perseverance! As you work
with your students, offer simple positive feedback with follow up. Ex. Jose, I like your
idea to include new friends at your lunch table each day! I think this will build new
friendships for you, and a strong school community for all of us. Or Susie, I noticed
that you worked really hard to read that book. I can tell your choices are building your
reading skills!

We REFLECT.
Using a journal, or the AP Sketch & Write Printable, to prompt your students to reflect on
their experience with We’re All Wonders.
The Sketch & Write Printable prompts students to use NOUNS (Who & Where) &
VERBS (Action) to share (draw, write or discuss) an experience (draw, write or discuss)
when your students (or someone else) were teased about your (their) wonder. Where
were you & what happened? Students will also reflect on how the experience made
them feel (or how they think the person they saw being teased about their wonder
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probably felt) and how the event could have been handled with compassion or
kindness instead.

Additional Suggestions for Impact
Make these projects come to life with your ideas! Change it up, make it yours, then share
your project’s beauty with the world, we offer the following responsible technology
suggestion and other extension ideas:
•

Post & share images of your class’ projects on social media #AddyPresInspires,
and we’ll be sure to respond to your class’ efforts! Be sure to make the social
media experience more about the opportunity to share GOOD things with our
communities than the importance of “likes”.

•

Utilize a brain break opportunity! We suggest Susan Kaiser Greenland’s Three
Gates Activity, for students, an exercise in determining whether something they
will say is kind or not. This activity series is part of the Susan Kaiser Greenland
Mindful Games Activity Cards set, a fantastic resource for teachers! It can be
purchased on the AddyPresLifeSTYLE website.

•

Inspire KIND COMMUNITY Service Learning opportunities for your students! We
suggest the Youth Service America Kids Action Guide as a tool and would be
glad to hear from your students to offer our assistance on a project they would
like to accomplish to improve their classroom, campus, community or world! The
Disney Inspired Campaign offers a great guide on compassion too!
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